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Overview

About the company

Appscend is the world’s first performance oriented mobile application platform. Specifically it is the first platform to reunite the fastest development technology available on the market today with a complete list of backend technologies that ensure app & user management, a powerful push platform and application analytics.

We started our journey in late 2008, developing mobile and web solutions and soon realized that in a market that is growing so fast, tool fragmentation will become a significant problem for companies trying to embrace mobility.

The idea of creating a unified solution powerful and scalable enough to match the ever-growing demand for mobile solutions quickly emerged, and came to life at the beginning of 2011 when the platform was publically launched.
Appscend’s software components work together to create a powerful mobile ecosystem generating additional value and unprecedented actionable insights for companies developing their mobile strategy. Our vision is to empower companies and organizations to create mobile, interactive experiences that drive engagement in a simple and fast manner.

Today Appscend is helping hundreds of companies and organizations worldwide to develop, deploy and manage mobile applications throughout industry verticals ranging from insurance to automotive, media or education.

The 250 apps released so far on Appscend reach over 400.000 customers worldwide helping organizations big or small to leverage in their favor the fastest growing market in the digital sector.

The Amazing Mobile Application Market

The mobile application market for both consumers and enterprises has grown from virtually 0 back in 2008 to a value that will surpass 100 BN USD by 2015.

As of February 2012, smartphone penetration has surpassed 50% in the US and Western Europe, with an estimated penetration of 66% by the end of 2012 – beginning of 2013.

By 2014 more users will be accessing the web from their smartphones than from a desktop computer. With these market dynamics ignoring mobility is no longer an option for any business or organization.
The Appscend Mobile Platform

Cross platform development – 5X faster

Ignite Markup is a very simple markup language that empowers any developer, regardless of his technical background can use to create feature-rich, multiplatform apps faster than ever before! Thanks to the clean structure and simple tags it uses, development gets a boost start with basically no learning curve whatsoever.

Key benefits of using Ignite Markup

- 100% native mobile apps covering key platforms: iOS & Android
- 5X faster development => faster time to market
- No learning curve => use your existing staff.

Learning the basics of Ignite Markup should be no challenge at all for any developer – from PHP, Ruby or Java to just about anyone who ever used HTML to create a simple webpage. Just because Ignite Markup is so simple, it doesn’t mean it’s not powerful enough to handle complex, rich functionality! Custom interface elements, access to device resources like geo-location or camera, In-App Purchases, ads, native forms or flow control – wrapped into a few simple lines of XML with Ignite Markup.

Appscend’s solution

Ignite Markup - simple XML flavour empowering rich, multiplatform app experiences

Apps Integrated with top online, social services, RSS or XML data feeds

Complete cloud-based set of services for building, managing and monetizing apps

Multiplatform apps, engaging users into interactive experiences
Appscend Platform Presentation

Prototype, Develop & Deploy – Code Free!

Key benefits of using the Visual Studio

✓ 100 % code free environment covering key platforms: iOS & Android
✓ No learning curves => use your existing staff.
✓ Versatile and flexible environment empower rich and unique apps.

The visual app development interface is the most simple and straightforward way of prototyping your application without spending hundreds of hours buried in code. This unique environment enables you to focus on your business objectives not on the heavy and time consuming coding process.

It’s easier than ever to deploy apps that connect to virtually any multimedia content source, or 3rd party databases over the web and bring information feeds, photos, videos and audio items in your app in a heartbeat.
Test instantly, on your device

Key benefits of using Catalyst

✓ Get the full experience of the app on your device
✓ Share the app with co-workers, clients or shareholders.
✓ Track progress over your entire development straight from your device

Appscend offers a unique and interactive method to test the app you are developing by using “Catalyst”, an application where you will be able to preview your work and test your app at every given moment and also share it with your co-workers, stakeholders or friends.

Test your app while you’re building it
Cloud Based Content Management System

Appscend’s cloud based Content Management System you will be able to update your content and data on the fly and distribute information worldwide seamlessly via a global Content Delivery Network.

Key benefits of using Appscend’s Cloud CMS

✓ Scalable and secure backend for all your data & information
✓ Update your application in minutes
✓ No more resources wasted on backend development.

All of your app’s data is safely stored in the Amazon cloud so you are always safe from server crashes or system outages. Plus, you don’t have to worry about traffic affecting performance – aim for millions of users, we’ll handle the infrastructure for you!
Push Notifications, beyond the loudspeaker

Push notifications are a vital component of your application’s success. Today up to 80% of your application’s users will quit using the app after 2-3 times, so

Key benefits of using Appscend’s smart messaging system

✓ Action based Push Notifications will boost app’s ROI
✓ Segment your audience and engage your users on a personal level
✓ Increase loyalty and engagement of your user base.

Using Appscend’s advanced messaging platform you can go beyond the traditional text-based, no-action notifications! Get your user’s attention with Push Notifications and, once they enter your app, display your custom HTML5 promo screen connected with native app actions – call, download, navigate, engage.

With our platform you can take this interaction even further, by targeting your notifications using geo-location filters, gender and age selection, and even schedule your messages for a specific date in the future.
Advanced User Demographics & Management

Understanding more about your users as well as their activity within the mobile application is a key competitive advantage that will help you accelerate and improve your business results.

Key benefits of using Appscend’s user demographics panel

- Action based Push Notifications will boost app’s ROI
- Segment your audience and engage your users on a personal level
- Increase loyalty and engagement of your user base.

For each user that logs into your Appscend app, we retrieve demographical data – gender, location and age group. Additionally, you can store your own custom data attached to every user; set and retrieve it inside your app, use it to create custom segments relevant to you. Use the data you have about your users to create custom segments and user groups. Get up-to-date reports and use groups to send targeted Push Notifications for the best results!
All your data in one place: Measuring your app’s evolution is a key part of your success. Appscend’s analytics will provide you with daily information about the number of downloads, sessions, session length, page views and detailed geographical repartition of your application’s user base.

Key benefits of using Appscend’s analytics panel

- Centralized information about your app’s usage.
- Deep insights on your app’s performance
- Geographic distribution of your app’s downloads and users
Ads, In-app-Purchases and Subscriptions

Whenever you deploy an application with Appscend, your ROI is our top priority. That’s why when you are using Appscend you have access to In App Purchases, Subscriptions and your very own Ad Server right out of the box.

Using our AdServer you can start advertising inside your application from day one. Choose from a wide variety of top ad-networks: iAd, AdMob, Millennial Media, MdotM, InMobi, or run your very own campaigns using house ads using any
In app purchases and subscriptions offer your users the easiest way to pay for virtual goods inside your application, without having to input any card information. Subscriptions will enable you to create a stable revenue channel and a great way of delivering premium content additional features or virtual goods to your app’s users.
For any additional details please contact us as we are looking forward to discussing the next steps for this successful project implementation.

Yours truly,

Claudia Docuz

Appscend - Mobile Experience Igniter

Business Development Manager

Phone: +40 721 269 400

claudia@appscend.com

www.appscend.com

Skype Id: claudocuz